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uncommon definition meaning merriam webster May 16 2024 the meaning of
uncommon is not ordinarily encountered unusual how to use uncommon in a sentence
synonym discussion of uncommon
uncommon goods cool unique unusual gifts uncommon goods Apr 15 2024 discover unique
gifts created by independent makers at uncommon goods you ll find something for everyone
you love including you
uncommon synonyms 75 similar and opposite words merriam Mar 14 2024 synonyms for
uncommon unusual extraordinary exceptional unique rare abnormal odd outstanding
antonyms of uncommon common normal typical ordinary usual customary unexceptional
frequent
93 synonyms antonyms for uncommon thesaurus com Feb 13 2024 find 93 different
ways to say uncommon along with antonyms related words and example sentences at
thesaurus com
uncommon definition in the cambridge english dictionary Jan 12 2024 uncommon
meaning 1 not seen happening or experienced often 2 an uncommon quality especially a
human quality learn more
uncommon english meaning cambridge dictionary Dec 11 2023 uncommon definition 1
not seen happening or experienced often 2 an uncommon quality especially a human quality
learn more
uncommon definition meaning dictionary com Nov 10 2023 uncommon definition not
common unusual rare see examples of uncommon used in a sentence
uncommon definition meaning synonyms vocabulary com Oct 09 2023 anything
uncommon is rare or unusual like your uncommon last name which all of your friends have
trouble pronouncing when you add the prefix un to common occurring or done often you get
its opposite uncommon
uncommon definition and meaning collins english dictionary Sep 08 2023 if you describe
something as uncommon you mean that it does not happen often or is not often seen cancer
of the breast in young women is uncommon a 15 year lifespan is not uncommon for a dog
uncommon adjective definition pictures pronunciation and Aug 07 2023 formal or literary
unusually large in degree or amount great synonym remarkable she showed uncommon
pleasure at his arrival see uncommon in the oxford advanced learner s dictionary check
pronunciation uncommon definition of uncommon adjective in oxford advanced american
dictionary
uncommon 39 synonyms and antonyms cambridge english Jul 06 2023 someone or
something that is unusual is different from others of the same type in a way that is
surprising interesting or attractive cambridge english thesaurus cambridge university press
synonyms of uncommon collins american english thesaurus Jun 05 2023 definition not
happening or encountered often certain types of flu are uncommon synonyms rare unusual
odd novel strange bizarre curious peculiar unfamiliar
examples of uncommon in a sentence merriam webster May 04 2023 adjective
definition of uncommon synonyms for uncommon she is an uncommon woman it is not
uncommon for people to become depressed after they retire robert kagan s the ghost at the
feast is an uncommon book david harsanyi national review 12 oct 2023 saul asked me not to
use his last name which isn t uncommon
uncommon definition of uncommon by the free dictionary Apr 03 2023 uncommon not
common or ordinarily encountered unusually great in amount or remarkable in character or
kind uncommon birds frost and floods are uncommon during these months doing an
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uncommon amount of business an uncommon liking for money he owed his greatest debt to
his mother s uncommon character and ability
uncommon definition meaning britannica dictionary Mar 02 2023 1 not often found seen or
experienced unusual it is not uncommon for people to become depressed after they retire
uncommon plants birds animals 2 not ordinary remarkable or exceptional an athlete with
uncommon ability a soldier of uncommon courage she is an uncommon woman
the uncommon reader wikipedia Feb 01 2023 the uncommon reader is a novella by alan
bennett after appearing first in the london review of books vol 29 no 5 8 march 2007 it was
published later the same year in book form by faber faber and profile books an audiobook
version read by the author was released on cd in 2007
the uncommon wine of england Dec 31 2022 it s a good time to be uncommon welcome to
the world s most exciting new sparkling wine region england we share similar soils to
champagne and have a climate akin to theirs 50 years ago unbelievably for some we now
rival some of the finest wines in the world
the case of the uncommon witness inspector david graham Nov 29 2022 unimaginable
wealth when a group of artists congregates to paint a local scene all is calm and peaceful
but after an apparently unremarkable local man is attacked inspector david graham and his
team snap into action
uncommon adjective definition pictures pronunciation and Oct 29 2022 adjective ʌnˈkɒmən
ʌnˈkɑːmən not existing in large numbers or in many places synonym unusual rare an
uncommon occurrence side effects from the drug are uncommon it is not uncommon for
college students to live at home red squirrels are uncommon in england opposite common
a narrative of the uncommon sufferings and surprizing Sep 27 2022 a narrative of the
uncommon sufferings and surprizing deliverance of briton hammon a negro man the open
anthology of earlier american literature
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